**Detailed synthesis from findings of meta-analysis and implications on interventions addressed by RCTs**
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*Studies were judged for low risk of bias, if at least selection bias was excluded (proper random sequence generation and allocation concealment). Effects in favor of intervention group printed **bold**

**implications:**
1. Provide education about environmental hazards in an appropriate manner.
2. Provide tailored adaptations based on shared decision making and involve explicitly patients ideas, solutions and expectations in planning home modifications and adaptations of aids and provide the patient with advice on alternative solutions.
3. Consider needs of family members and friends in home modifications.
4. Use 3D applications to visualize and discuss modifications (if this method is appropriate for patients).
5. Provide adequate (verbal and written) patient information about aim, process, assessment, results and consequences.
6. Involve activities, meaningful for patients in PDHA to enhance patients functional self assessment.
7. Include patients level and kind of impairments, diagnoses and availability of supportive network in decision about if and what kind of pre-discharge home assessment shall be performed.

X... implication appeared in study report

| analytical themes, barriers and facilitators and implications for PDHA interventions |
|-------------------------------|-----------------|----------------------------------|-----------------|
| #    | analytical themes | barriers                                      | facilitators                                               | implications                                      |
| 1    | Safety at home    | **patient safety awareness does not always match OT’s safety awareness** | **patients accept OTs as experts for safety**  
  **For patients without visual/perceptual impairment, VR is seen as tool to educate about and help patients and OTs to identify hazards.** | 1 Provide education about environmental hazards in an appropriate manner. |
| 2 | Patients and family carers conceptions regarding home modification and aids | • "disabled look" (Aplin, 2013) of aids and modifications  
• use of patient budget needed for funding modifications out of guideline and standards  
• patients have concerns, that modifications might hinder usual performance  
• patients feel lack of control over changes | • patients are willing to pay extras, if affordable  
• patients want to perform important activities in a special way  
• patients like to maintain their social contacts  
• family, friends and patient participate together in activities of daily living | 2 Provide tailored adaptations based on shared decision making and involve explicitly patients ideas, solutions and expectations in planning home modifications and adaptions of aids and provide the patient with advice on alternative solutions.  
3 Consider needs of family members and friends in home modifications. |
| 3 | Patients and family carers ability to imagine home modifications and aids | • patients cannot imagine OT modifications | • using virtual reality applications improve the patient’s imagination of modifications and understanding of recommendations; Otss can better explain ("... look at the different options together and explain better what you mean...", Community dwelling older adult, Money, 2015)  
• 3D-visualizition enable patients to give immediate feedback and improve the shared decision making process | 4 Use 3D applications to visualize and discuss modifications (if this method is appropriate for patients). |
| 4 | Patient information about the home assessment procedure | • Inadequate patient information about aim, process, assessment, results and further steps make unsure and anxious "to fail the test" (Atwal, 2008, 2014b). | • information leaflets | 5 Provide adequate (verbal and written) patient information about aim, process, assessment, results and consequences. |
### Meaningful activities for functional self assessment

- Lack of involvement of patients/carers perceiving problems in assessment decreases chances to imply potential patient goals in therapy/discharge process
- Insufficient patient self-assessment in home environment due to short home assessments ('The clients need to spend some time at home and feel what it really is like before they can recognize what they need'. Nygard, 2004)

- Opportunity to apply skills and knowledge they gained during rehabilitation in “real-world” setting

### Patient conditions

#### Pre-discharge home assessments with patient:
- Level of impairment: minimal (physical) or very severe impairment
- Kind of impairment: cognitive, higher level

#### Pre-discharge home assessments without patient:
- Mental disorders

Virtual pre-discharge home assessment:
- Bad eyesight, visual impairments, cognitive impairments, low fine motor function, low computer literacy; unfamiliar with the occupational therapy objects

#### Pre-discharge home assessments with patient:
- Level of impairment: moderate
- Kind of impairment: physical; cognitive; visual; perceptual; new complex needs

#### Pre-discharge home assessments without patient:
- Hip- and knee-replacement
- Family members or outpatient services to support home modifications

### Involve activities, meaningful for patients in PDHA to enhance patients functional self assessment.

### Include patients level and kind of impairments, diagnoses and availability of supportive network in decision about if and what kind of pre-discharge home assessment shall be performed.

(Use Pre-discharge home visits with patient for: moderate level of impairment, physical, mild cognitive, visual, perceptual impairments and for new complex needs. Use virtual pre-discharge home assessment not for patients with visual and sensory impairments. Virtual applications must be operated by therapists or capable others (e.g. family carers). Use access visits for hip- and knee-replacement, not in mental disorders.)
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